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A common manifestation of nonlinear mathematical and experimental neurobiological
dynamical systems in transition, intermittence, is currently being attended by concepts
from physics such as turbulent eddy and the avalanche of critical systems. Do these concepts
constitute an enticing poetry of dynamical universality or do these metaphors from physics
generate more speciﬁc novel and relevant concepts and experiments in the neurosciences?
Using six graphics and ten measures derived from the ergodic theory of dynamical systems,
we study the magnetoencephalic, MEG, records of taskless, ‘‘resting’’ human subjects to
ﬁnd consistent evidence for turbulent (chaotic) dynamics marked by intermittent turbulent
eddies. This brings up an apparent discrepancy via the juxtaposition of the superposition
characteristics of magnetic ﬁelds and the non-superposition properties of turbulent ﬂow.
Treating this apparent inconsistency as an existent duality, we propose a physical model
for how that might be the case. This leaves open the question: has the physical metaphor,
turbulent eddy, contributed to a scientiﬁc understanding of the human resting MEG?
 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.1. The context
This contribution to the group of papers dedicated to the
innovative, cross-disciplinary, integrative theoretician and
essayist, Gerhard Werner, was inspired, in part, by the
direction his ‘‘think pieces’’ have taken the ﬁeld of theoret-
ical neuroscience [1–3].We are in an era inwhich a growing
number of theoretical physicists are turning their attention
to brain and behavior. At the same time, neuroscientists are
beginning to explore nonlinear mechanics, dynamical sys-
tems and quantum physics for sources of concepts and
models of brain processes. The emergence of these rela-tively new developments has begun to yield what appear
to be new neurophysiological theories, experimental de-
signs, mathematical analyses and their interpretations.
In a 1959 lecture, the Nobel Prize winning particle phys-
icist, EugeneWigner [4] spoke about the unreasonable effec-
tiveness of mathematics in the natural sciences. He used
examples from particle and quantum physics. In contrast,
the late mathematician and fractalist, Benoit Mandelbrot,
only partially in jest, spoke about the unreasonable ineffec-
tiveness of physics in the biological sciences. It is our opinion
that this ‘‘ineffectiveness’’ is, in part, because themetaphors
from physics [5,6], though intuitively evocative, may some-
times be awkward and even misleading as thought tools
with which to address the mechanics of neurobiological
observables; like liquid Legos and waterfalls composed of
toy blocks. On the other hand, some new frontiers of
neuroscience research have taken their lead from areas
of theoretical physics. We will look at an example from
the growing list of physicalmetaphors shared by theoretical
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lent eddies from turbulent hydrodynamics [7,8]. Quite sim-
ilar intermittent phenomena are also metaphorically
labeled avalanches derived from theories of self-organized
criticality [9,10]. We will mention avalanches only in pass-
ing because, thus far, using only observations limited to
the electromagnetic phenomenology from MEG and EEG
recordings, we cannot discriminate between the critical
behavior of avalanches [10] and the intermittent eddies of
magnetohydrodynamic turbulence [11,12].
As noted, one of the common manifestations of nonlin-
ear dynamical behavior encountered in the brain sciences
(and too often hidden by the inappropriate use of averaging
and the misapplication of non-relevant ﬁnite variance sta-
tistics [13,14]) involves the phenomenon of intermittence.
After Manneville and Pomeau [15] it can be described as
ﬂuctuations of a real quantity in time in which the quantity
is relatively constant, for example zero, for large periods of
time, takes large values for relatively short intervals and
then decays to zero until the next burst. In the renormalized
parameter space of generic intermittent systems, burst
length varies as the inverse square root of the distance of
the value of the parameter from that value that elicited
the system’s ﬁxed point [16]. This dynamical state, encoun-
tered frequently in a variety of mathematical bifurcation
scenarios [17,18], is also a common neurophysiological
manifestation in the form of: (a) Single neuron bursting
with irregular inter-burst intervals and sets of neuronal dis-
charges of varying length; (b) In local ﬁeld potentials, LFP
and electromagnetic ﬁelds as in EEG and MEG, intermit-
tence presents as irregularly appearing runs of varying
lengths and electromagnetic wave characteristics inter-
spersed by their absence over varying intervals [19–21].Fig. 1. Summary of graphical and nThough the conditions for intermittence are physically
diverse, are they mathematically equivalent? As examples
of that being the case are the mathematically equivalent
but physically-unrelated hydrodynamic turbulent, ocean
eddies and patterns made in time and space by the Belou-
sov–Zhabotinksy multi-component chemical reaction;
both manifest generic intermittency regime [22–24]. There
is generally a much greater probability of observing inter-
mittence in transitions between dynamical regimes of dif-
fering stability [15,18]. The mathematical mechanism of
unstable-stable manifold tangencies [17] and neurophysi-
ological mechanisms of recursive neural membrane desen-
sitization and resensitization [25] serve as theoretical and
experimental examples.
As noted above, two theoretical physical metaphors
that have recently been invoked to represent (or enrich?)
thinking about intermittent phenomena are in the context
of critical phenomenon, as an avalanche [6,9,10] or in the
context of hydrodynamic turbulence, as an intermittent tur-
bulent eddy [22,26]. Our measure theoretic ﬁndings made
on MEG recordings are consistent with turbulent (chaotic)
dynamics characterized by intermittent turbulent eddies.
We follow this metaphor from the physics of hydrody-
namic ﬂows [27,28] to real brain data see what if any
new insights directly related to the dynamics of brain elec-
tromagnetic ﬁelds may be our yield.2. Intermittence
Intermittence in a dynamical transition was ﬁrst ob-
served by Reynolds in the parallel ﬂow of water through
a circular pipe. His name remains on the real numberumerical measures (see text).
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tion to the dissipation function in pipe ﬂow [29]. At some
value of Re, what Reynolds called a turbulent ﬂash of ﬁnite
pipe length occurred and was convected down the pipe
riding on the still mostly laminar (linear, parallel) ﬂow.
The difference in the velocity of the leading and following
edges of the ﬂash increases continuously from zero such
that the total length of the ﬂash grows linearly as it goes
along its laminar way [30]. The intermittency factor, the ra-
tio of the mean length of the intermittent turbulent ﬂashes
to the total ﬂow length goes to zero at the onset of the
incipient transition.
One can regard the turbulent ﬂashes of ﬁnite amplitude
as a local solution of the time-dependent hydrodynamic
ﬂow equations that fuse imperceptibly with the spatially
laminar ﬂow both upstream and down. In the more general
context of time-dependent partial differential equations
(inﬁnite dimensional) dynamics, the traveling location of
the ﬂash can be represented by n = (x  v t). Here, x is the
longitudinal distance, t, the time and v is the relative veloc-
ity of the localized solution. Note that n is at rest in the
frame moving along x with velocity v. It is intermittent to
the non-moving observer watching the ﬂow go by. With
respect to the oscillatory ﬂuctuations of neural membrane
excitability thresholds responding to dynamical entropy
(rank vector entropy) of brain electromagnetic ﬁelds related
to positive entropy ‘‘up state’’ and negative entropy ‘‘down
state’’ regulating burst frequency and density [31]. The
Hodgkin–Huxley neural membrane equations [32] and
other neuron models [33] manifest intermittent bursting
in some parameter regimes When the ﬁxed point of a peri-
odic trajectory (as a circle map, -the ﬁrst return map of a
ﬂow on the torus, T2) loses its stability via the intermit-
tency route [26], the mean interval between ﬂashes (neuro-
nal bursts) is relatively large.
The generality of the intermittency phenomena in tran-
sitions between dynamical states is also displayed in gen-
eric density dependent maps of the unit interval,
x! 1 rx2 in the parameter vicinity of r  7/4 where most
often the solution is an orbit of period three. However, the
sudden and transient appearance of turbulent bursting can
also be observed [15] in that general parameter regime as
well. Turbulent intermittency was also found in the Lorenz
climatology equations [34]. We have found intermittent
dynamics in the ‘‘resting’’ state in human magnetoenceph-
alographic, MEG, records [7]. In comparisons of the task-
less MEG records from normal controls, schizophrenic
proband and their unaffected siblings, intermittent burst-
ing-like behavior in the em ﬁelds was more prominent in
unmedicated siblings of schizophrenic patients, see Fig. 1
[35].3. Invariant measures made on MEG intermittent
turbulent dynamics
In the context of ergodic measure theory, intermittence
affords a contrast between weak and strong mixing [36]. If
T is a map from a measurable space, 0X, to itself and l a
T- invariant measure (same measure from any initial con-
dition) on 0X, let A be a measurablemeasureable subsets in 0X, A and B, l(Tn A\B)n?
l(A)l(B). T mixes the set 0X, but once in a while, there
appears large deviations from this average behavior. The
probability of a large deviation is (formally) zero but they
do occur in within large times. As a control parameter is
changed continuously, the large deviations become more
and more rare and then disappear. The unpredictable
occurrence of intermittence has prevented closed form
analytic solutions of the Navier–Stokes hydrodynamic
equations in the relevant parameter regimes for many dec-
ades [37]. However, a pattern of multiple simultaneous
invariant measures can be used to statistically characterize
the intermittence condition [7,38,39].
Fig. 1 summarizes the results of the application of a
suite of six graphics and ten ergodic (invariant) measures
[8] made on seven consecutive 10 s intervals from central,
C16, electrode pair differences (symmetric sensor difference
series, ssds (7.8)) in the ‘‘resting’’ MEG record from a normal
control (left) and an unaffected sibling of a schizophrenic
proband (right) obtained from the archives of the NIMH
Intramural Core MEG Facility [40]. In Fig. 1, reconstruction
of the sequentially lagged orbits into three dimensional
phase space portraits [41] established the setting for the
study of the systems’ ergodic and related invariant mea-
sures [42]. These included the power spectral scaling expo-
nent, a, [43] the leading Lyapounov exponent, K [44,45],
the topological entropy, hT [46,47] the metric entropy, hM,
[48,49] the capacity dimension, DC, [50] an aggregate
dynamical entropy measure, the measureable entropy
manifold volume, memv = (KhTDC), the dynamical non-
uniformity descriptor, Un = |hT  hM (11, 51)|, the unwind-
ing number, UW (the number of lags to reach an asymptotic
value for the correlation dimension, DR) and the distribu-
tion function’s high moments, skew, X3, and kurtosis, X4.
Values of these measures were averaged for each of these
two subject over seven consecutive 10 s epochs and then
the means of the values of each epoch were averaged for
each subject. Mean and median of seven consecutive ten
seconds of multiple approximate measure-theoretic char-
acterizations of the phase space attractors of each subject
using these invariant measures. Table 1 is a list of intuitive
descriptions of the important invariant measures in our
analyses.
An important Ornstein theorem offers proof that statis-
tical invariant (ergodic) measures made on complicated
(chaotic, turbulent) dynamical systems are entropy equiva-
lent [70]. In the absence of a singular algorithm for its com-
putation, we choose to use multiple ‘‘imperfect’’ measures
that capture a variety of expressions of the attractor’s mea-
sure-theoretic entropy. Its for this reason that Fig. 1 is com-
posed of six graphics and ten numerical measures under
conditions of less (left side) and more (right side) intermit-
tent turbulence. To see the leading dynamical pattern more
clearly, the time series was transformed into an autocovar-
iance matrix, its leading eigenvector computed and com-
posed with the original sequence yielding (the displayed)
eigenvector weighted time series as the Broomhead-King
autocovariance eigenfunctions [52]. They both look very sim-
ilar. Their wavelet plots, however, discriminate them. Note
that the abscissa = time, ordinate = mother wavelet wave-
length, vertically from bottom, short to top, long and color,
Table 1
Qualitative descriptions of invariant measures.
a Leading Lyapounov exponent, K, (divergence, expansivity and mixing).
b Power spectral scaling exponent, a, (slope 6 0 of log–log power (frequency) spectrum.
c Topological entropy hT (rate of new em ﬁeld-line-loop formation, ‘‘orbital reconnections’’).
d Metric entropy, hM, (the distribution of statistical weights on the loops).
e Capacity dimension, DC of manifold of support on which the dynamics take place.
f Nonuniformity, UN = |hT  hM| of stretching, folding, (re) connection of magnetic ﬁeld lines (Nonuniform hyperbolicity).
g Measurable entropy manifold volume, memv = (K  hT  DC) entropy as a multiplicative volume.
h Unwinding number, UN (number of delays to ‘‘unwind’’ solenoidal spiral ﬂow, lags to asymptotic correlation dimension).
i Skew, X3 (asymmetry of the probability distribution).
j Kurtosis, X4 (peakedness and heaviness of the tail of the probability distribution).
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the leading autocovariance eigenfunctions. A comparison of
thewavelet plots demonstrate differences in the patterns of
the cross-scale, short to long wavelength upward vertical
cascades with ‘‘more’’ intermittency seen in the record on
the right. The region to the left that is above both the eigen-
function plots represent the log–log power (frequency)
spectral transformations of the original data series. These
manifest (the slope of the middle third plot) mean scaling
exponents of a  1.5 which is similar to a Kolmogorov scal-
ing exponent for intermittent hydrodynamic turbulence
[27]. Unlike the Kolmogorov cascades, however, the wave-
length of the power ranges from bottom, short wave
lengths, to top, long wavelengths. The approximate
a  1.5 is also the universal power spectral exponent of
critical systems’ such as the sand pile-like avalanches ob-
served in vitro and in vivo in multi-electrode studies of
aggregates of neocortical neurons [9]. The right region
above the graph of the eigenfunction is a box-like, aggre-
gate, multiplicative volume entropy measure, MEMV,mea-
sureable entropy manifold volume = capacity dimension x
leading Lyapounov exponent x topological entropy. The dark
space within each box indicative of the relative occupancy
of the total possible entropy is smaller in the MEMV system
(on the right) with greater intermittency. Increasing inter-
mittence decreases Fig. 1’s multiple reﬂections of measure
theoretic entropy.
In Fig. 1, above the log–log power spectra and the
MEMV box, are the tables of the values of the ergodic
invariant measures for comparison of the two states of less
(left) and more (right) intermittence. The differences are
consistent across measures indicating lower entropy-
equivalent measures in the greater intermittence condi-
tion. Greater intermittence is associated with a decrease
in the leading Lyapunov exponent, greater slope a, de-Table 2
Qualitative and quantitative descriptions of the properties indexed by the invaria
Invariant Measure Phase Space C
Lyapounov, A Divergence of neighboring trajectories E
c
s
Topological entropy, h(T) Emergence of new orbits G
t
Capacity dimension, Dc Complexity of manifold of support S
l
Spectral scaling exponent, a (fa) Relative power of frequency modes S
pcrease in topological and metric entropies and their (abso-
lute difference–non uniformity), decrease in capacity
dimension and MEMV. Also observed were larger unwind-
ing numbers and larger third and fourth moments. All
measures indicate an increase in turbulent intermittency,
each measure reﬂecting differing dynamical expressions
of the accompanying lower entropy.
Viewing the graphics below the wavelet plots in Fig. 1,
we see that in the comparison of less (left side) and more
(right side) intermittency, the phase space orbit (left) in-
scribes semi-uniform chaotic cyclic magnetic ﬁeld line or-
bits whereas the more intermittent record (right)
demonstrates more non-uniform magnetic ﬁeld line orbits
and a ‘‘knot’’ characteristic of intermittent bursting. On
right in the graphics below the wavelet plots, the recur-
rence plots (return map plotted as a point as a function of
how close–as arbitrarily deﬁned–the current orbit is from
the previous one [53]) demonstrate a relatively smooth,
plane of time one against time two planar plots. On the
right, dense aggregates of points indicate sequential close-
ness in time of the components of the bursts of intermit-
tent dynamics. The difference in intermittence in these
transformed resting MEG recordings are visualized more
directly in the wavelet plots [7].
Graphs of the respective log–log frequency (power)
spectra are seen above the BK eigenfunctions in which the
slope of the red line delimited portion was computed as
exponent a [12]. The qualitative results of the two lists of
comparative invariantmeasures are summarized in the leg-
end at the top of Fig. 1 and are characteristic of differences in
intermittence in human brain MEG ﬁelds [7]. For compari-
son, Table 2 represents the statistical expectancies for these
measures as determined from central, C16, electrode loca-
tions as carried out in 171 subject records obtained from
the Archives of theNIMH Intramural CoreMEG Facility [40].nt measures.
omputational Methods Mean/SD n = 171
xponential rate of separation of nearby initial
onditions, A = l? doubling in time between
ample points
0.4865 ± 0.11
rowth rate of the trace of exponentiated
ransition-incidence matrix
0.8042 ± 0.10
lope log of fraction of hypercubes occupied/log
inear size of hypercubes
2.254 ± 0.192
lope of least squares ﬁt of log frequency-log power
lot of frequency (power) spectra
1.50 + 0.34
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conﬁrmation of magnetic ﬁeld turbulence including inter-
mittent turbulent eddies in the human MEG [12] Using
the Robinson MEG beamformer localization technique
[54] and a new entropic complexity measure, Rank Vector
Entropy, RVD, signs of turbulence systematically localized
in the expected, function-related manner [31,55].
4. Does the measure-consistent, physical metaphor of
turbulent eddies in brain magnetic ﬁelds make a
contribution to MEG neuroscience research?
These larger n ﬁndings (Table 2) confront us both with
instructive commonalities as well as inconsistencies in this
instance of the combination of theoretical physics and
MEG-related, neuroscience theory and research [56]. With
multiple measures consistent with that observed in inter-
mittent turbulent ﬂow in physical and chemical systems,
it’s as though our implicit claim is that the Hodgkin–Hux-
ley membrane [32,57] and the Navier–Stokes hydrody-
namic partial differential equations [27,37,58] can be
made dynamically equivalent. A recent successful effort
at a formal synthesis [59] has serious limitation with re-
spect to real world applications: it required unphysical
linearization.
Neuroscience’s interest in and use of electromagnetic,
em, signals almost always involve questions of localization
of their source. In the brain and behavioral neurosciences, a
neurological location has often served as a brain mecha-Fig. 2. Hypothetical mechanisms leading to
Fig.3. Magnetohydrodynamic turbulence: stretching, fonism. This effort at inverse modeling involves locating the
magnetic source using two general strategies: (a) Find
some corresponding neuroanatomical source as a function
of time (b) Use reversible transformations, decompositions
and ﬁlters to isolate components of the complicated brain
signals that correspond as a function of time.
Given the large number of ergodic (invariant) MEG
measures consistent with the dynamics of intermittent
turbulent ﬂow (Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 1) [7,8,12,60,61],
we ﬁnd time-dependent patterns that are not theoretically
linearly additive nor with the justiﬁable assumptions of
their superposition [26,62]. At the same time, the source
estimations using forward and inverse modeling of [63]
the magnetic signals of the MEG assume that the B,
(B = scalar magnetic) and E (E = vectorial electrical) ﬁelds
accompanying the impressed and return currents of pyra-
midal cell dendritic ﬁelds are the results of the linear
superposition of a multiplicity of sources [54,64–66]. Often,
the MEG analyses are in terms of theoretical magnetic di-
poles as the limit of closed loops of cortical pyramidal den-
dritic (impressed and recurrent) electrical current loops.
The resolution of this physics-neuroscience inconsistency
remains to be achieved. How could turbulent dynamics oc-
cur in magnetic ﬁelds that require signal superposition.
Figs. 2 and 3 are graphical representations of a conjec-
tured global and local dynamic for the generation of inter-
mittent turbulent magnetic ﬁelds using a model derived
from nonlinear magnetohydrodynamics dynamo theory
[11,51,58,67–69].mixing magnetic ﬁeld lines (see text).
lding, disconnection and reconnection (see text).
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netic dynamo. The brain magnetic ﬁeld(s) in spherical coor-
dinates and decomposed into orthogonal poloidal and
toroidal planes, the sequence illustrates classical chaos
engendering, sheer-induced stretching and folding, mag-
netic ﬁeld disconnections and reconnections and ﬁnally
the time-dependent structure of scale free turbulence.
5. Conclusions
1. Very weak human neocortical magnetic ﬁelds (1015–
1011 T) manifest phase space, power spectral, recur-
rence plot, wavelet space, symbolic dynamic and multi-
ple ergodic (invariant) measures including leading
Lypounov exponent, capacity dimension, topological
and metric entropy, higher statistical moments and
power scaling exponent a that are consistent with inter-
mittent, magnetohydrodynamics, MHD, turbulence.
2. The composition of the weak, scalar magnetic ﬁeld
implicates the property of superposition. The magnetic
ﬁeld as a turbulent dynamical system implies non-
superposition. This apparent inconsistency in observ-
ables-analyses relations awaits resolution.
3. An Ornstein theorem [70] proved that any effective
measure of a chaotic dynamical system was measure
theoretically equivalent to its entropy. Not knowing
how to deﬁnitively calculate that, we instead seek con-
sistency in 14 only partially adequate variously equiva-
lent statistical measures. Literature since 1987 [71] has
suggested that responsive biological systems optimize
their entropy in ‘‘readiness’’ for function and manifest
lost entropy with pathological reduction in regulatory
responsiveness.
4. The nonlinear dynamical characteristics of the very
weak neocortical in-origin magnetic ﬁeld suggest the
possibility of their sensitivity to parametrically opti-
mized driving. It is speculated that transcranial magnetic
stimulation many orders of magnitude less than is cur-
rently being used in treatment refractory depression
[72] may be effective in increasing the rate of turbulent
generation of entropy in the human brain scalar mag-
netic ﬁelds.
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